
Egyptian Higher Spiritual Oils                                                www.omahara.com  
 
All can be used as perfume oil lamp or as bath oil 
Original pure essential oils – made on Jojoba base oil – picked up in Egypt 
15 ml bottle med pipette – Profit goes to orphanage in Cairo 
 
For purchases of more than 3 oils, you will get an Egyptian glass flacon for FREE 
For every purchase of 7 oils, you will get number 7 for FREE + a glass flacon 
 

 
Lavender 
 
Calming the mental body and mind as well as feelings at times, where frequencies by download 
from the Universe seem particularly intense. Add some drops also in a spray bottle with water and 
spray your crystals – it purifies and rejuvenate them. 
 
Dkr. 200,- + ship 
 

 
Spikenard (Alpha Woman – gentle and stimulating) 
 
The oil of Mary Magdalene, with which she oiled the feet of Jesus. Balances the feminine side and evokes the 
original Alpha woman, as the unsurpassed mother with all the caring qualities fully activated. Helps you to be the 
ultimate woman, as originally intended. Pave the way for kundalini. 
 
Dkr. 200,- + ship 
 

 
Papyrus (Alpha Man - gentle and stimulating) 
 
Evoking the original Alpha male that the unsurpassed father with all supportive, responsible and protective 
qualities. Helps to connect the upper and lower on a deeper, more spiritual level - creating harmony between the 
universal and the human masculine and feminine energies. Balances contradictions. Helps us connect with our 
karmic learning and lessons in other existences, and to remember our potential. 
 
Dkr. 200,- + ship 
 

 
Voilet – Earth Chakra 
 
Helps to communicate with nature                                  
 
Dkr. 200,- + ship 
 

 
Myrrh 
 
Helps us communicate on higher spiritual planes - even with the higher energy of places, such as temples, house, 
sacred sites etc.. Helps balance the earth and brings communication into the Earth plane. 
 
Dkr. 200,- + ship  
 

 
Frankincense 
 
Helps us communicate with all spiritual entities on all levels. Helps us to feel supported while we 
share this connection. Helps on a deeper level to balance the parts of our physical self on the earth 
plane. Is very good as a bath oil with distribution of 5-6 drops of pure oil on the moistured body - 
removes all negative spirits from the energy field. Also effective in the oil lamp for house clearing. 
 
kr. 200,- + ship 

 

http://www.omahara.com/


 
Nile Flower 
 
Angels by your side. Will get you to do your part of the light work - be a part of the cosmos. 
 
Dkr. 200,- + ship  
 

 
Golden Water (made from yellow flower growing in Egypt!) 
 
Helps us communicate with the outer planetary intelligences, and where we come from. Drops of Golden Water 
for floor washing and house clean promotes business and cleaning out negative energies. 
 
Dkr. 200,- + ship 
 

 
Carnation 
 
Helps us to work with other dimensions. Also helps those which are not completely incarnated into the 
physical body. 
 
Dkr. 200,- + ship  
 

 
Flower of Saqqara 
 
Stay in the crystal work - in the transparent body - nothing negative can remain, good for love. 
 
Dkr. 200,- + ship  
 

 


